iEnvision Library

Key features

- A centralized repository used for the enterprise-wide storage and sharing of final, approved scientific and medical materials such as publications and slide decks.
- Integrated workflows for embargoes and expiries ensure currency and appropriateness of materials.
- Access to materials can be provided based upon defined business rules such as role and location.
- The ability to add Bookshelves for sharing materials and create personal Reading Lists and Favorites that can be shared.
- Librarians can manage all records, ensuring completeness and accuracy prior to release.
- Automatically create Library records with a system-triggered push from other iEnvision solutions such as Datavision Publications or Investigator Sponsored Research.
- Subscribe to update notifications that help the team stay up to date on areas of interest.
- Pull official citations from the source via entry of the DOI, triggering the citation auto-generation.

Dashboard - Library Dashboard

- Recently Downloaded Attachments (3)
- Bookshelves
- Reading List (3)
- Favorites (2)

Welcome Role Publication-Manager

Recently in My Area of Interest: Library Records Overall

Events of the past 90 days

Recently searched attachments:
- Good Publication Practice
- Guidelines
- Role Attached

Next Search Widget
- Search available library records by entering the text below. Examples of what should include content within record attachments.

Search

- File type: [PDF, DOC, XLS, PPT]
- Search within attachments
- Search within documents

View All
Detailed metrics available

- Powerful, intuitive, facet-driven search facility – including ability to search within attachments
- Select multiple documents to download, e.g., the presentations from a congress, which can then be viewed off-line while traveling
- View post-publication citation counts provided by Scopus and citation context analysis from SciT
- View the number of Bookshelves each record is linked to and information on when the record was created, and details of its embargo and expiration dates
- Track how often a document is viewed or downloaded and by whom

For further information or to arrange a demonstration, please contact enquiries@envisionpharma.com
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